Barrier synchronization is a commonly used primitive in parallel processing, but has traditionally been implemented only on hardware multiprocessors. With the growing interest in concurrent computing on general purpose networks, it is worthwhile to investigate methods for implementing barriers in such environments. We present di erent algorithms for barrier synchronization on the widely prevalent multi-access bus network, and derive analytical performance metrics for each of the proposed schemes, which are then compared against simulation results. Our ndings indicate that algorithms originally developed for dedicated interconnection networks perform fairly well in shared bus networks with some modi cations, and interestingly that the best performance is obtained with a dimensional exchange algorithm.
Introduction
Barrier synchronization is a well-known and frequently used primitive in parallel processing. A barrier is a powerful mechanism that permits synchronization among a large number of cooperating processes in a parallel program, while being straightforward in terms of programming primitive(s) as well as semantics. Informally, a barrier is a function that causes the invoking process in a parallel program to be suspended until all other processes also invoke the function, at which point all processes are allowed to continue. The simplest form of barrier synchronization assumes a xed number of related processes in a parallel application that wish to synchronize periodically; in such situations, barriers are provided as parameter-less function calls. However variants that allow a \quorum" of participants to satisfy the barrier, or those that permit \named" barriers, also exist.
The barrier primitive originally evolved on shared-memory multiprocessors, but are currently used widely on distributed-memory multiprocessors also. Algorithms to implement barriers, as well as studies of their performance have received substantial attention 2, 3] , motivated by the fact that barriers are inherently expensive operations. This complexity arises from the fact that the state (i.e. noti cation of having arrived at the barrier) of each process must be made known to every other process, requiring multiway synchronization or spinlocks in shared-memory systems, and a large volume of messages and correspondingly, non-trivial overall execution time, on distributed-memory systems. More recently, highly e cient implementations of spinlocks have been deviced 1, 11] that generate a constant number of remote memory references per lock acquisition, independent of the number of processors that attemp to acquire the lock. The methods in 1] and 11] use an array and a linked list, repectively, to maintain processors that attempt to obtain the lock. Each processor spins on a local memory location and the running processor passes the lock by modifying the test memory location of its successor.
On traditional multiprocessors, e cient algorithms that achieve barrier synchronization in O(logP) time have been developed 6, 10, 11]; on distributed-memory systems, the number of messages required is at least P, where P is the number of processors participating in the barrier. Representative descriptions of several such algorithms may be found in 4, 6] and, for message-passing systems, in 5] . However, all the algorithms described in the literature assume a traditional multiprocessor model that either support a dedicated, contention-free interconnection network, or an equivalent mechanism (e.g., atomic fetchand-add) in the case of shared-memory multiprocessors.
In this paper, we are concerned with barrier synchronization on shared multi-access bus networks, such as CSMAnCD networks, where contention plays a major role in the e ciency of any distributed algorithm. With the advent of concurrent computing \environ-ments" that emulate parallel processing on independent computer systems interconnected by general-purpose local networks (e.g., PVM 12] and Express 7] ), e cient implementation of distributed primitives on such networks has become critical. The work reported herein is motivated by a pressing need in the PVM system for e cient global distributed operations|of which barrier synchronization is a canonical representative. We propose several di erent algorithms for barrier synchronization on multi-access bus networks, and for each, present an analytical model that is compared against simulation results.
Model
We consider a set of N nodes interconnected by a multi-access bus network. There is one process per node and they are numbered from 1 to N. We use the terms node and process interchangeably. We consider two types of networks: in the rst type, a process can send the same message to all other processes by using a special broadcast message that is recognized by all nodes in the system. In the second type, broadcasting is achieved by sending individually addressed messages to each process. We assume that the network is reliable so that there is no need for acknowledgement messages. Messages can be incremental, i.e., if a process i has received the state information that process j has reached the barrier synchronization point, it can convey this fact to other processes. To simplify the analysis, we assume that the length of the incremental information is negligible compare to length of the barrier synchronization message and assume that all messages are of the same length.
The minimum total number of messages that needs to be sent between N processes in the barrier synchronization is N and this number of messages can be achieved when broadcast message delivery is available. If all processes are ready at the same time, then the minimum barrier synchronization time can be realized by using a linear protocol where process i transmits its cumulative state information to process i + 1, for i = 1; 2; : : :; N ?1, and when process N has receive the state information of all processes, it will broadcast the result. Since there are no collisions, the resulting barrier synchronization delay is equal to N T(msg) where T(msg) is the time to transmit a message. However, the linear protocol will not be optimal if all processes do not reach the barrier synchronization point simultaneously. In this case, a process i that has reached the synchronization point must wait until all processes j, j < i, have reached their synchronization points before it can transmit a message to process i + 1. The delay can be reduced by using non-linear protocols that allows more processes to begin their barrier synchronization without waiting for other processes. In this paper, we study the delay in a number of such protocols 9] and we will make the assumption that all processes begin at time 0 to execute the barrier synchronization procedure to simplify the analysis.
If message delivery is point-to-point, then the number of messages sent will depend on the barrier synchronization method used. The methods studied in this paper are:
1. Naive method where each process sends its state information to all other processes.
2. Synchronization using a one-level broadcast tree.
Dimensional exchange method.
In the unstructured approach, each process sends its state to all other processes. If broadcast message delivery is available, each process will send one broadcast message and otherwise, it will send N ? 1 point-to-point messages. The barrier synchronization method using a one-level broadcast tree consists of two phases. In the rst phase, processes 1, 2, : : :, N ? 1, transmit their state information to process N, and when process N has received all N ?1 transmissions, it sends the collected information to the other processes by means of a broadcast message or by sending N ?1 point-to-point messages. The dimensional exchange barrier synchronization procedure consists of log(N) phases and in phase i, a subset of the processes S i will send messages to another set of processes R i , i = 1; 2; : : :; log(N). We assume that N = 2 M , for some integer M. In phase i, S i = f2 i?1 + k j k = 0; 2 i ; 2 i+1 ; : : :g and R i = f2 i + k j k = 0; 2 i ; 2 i+1 ; : : :g. Speci cally, process 2 i?1 + k will transmit its state information to process 2 i + k. For instance, in phase 1, processes 1; 3; : : :; N ? 1 will transmit to processes 2; 4; : : :; N, respectively, and in phase 2, the processes 2; 6; : : :; N ? 2 will transmit to processes 4; 8; : : :; N, and so on. In the nal phase, process N 2 will transmit to process N and process N will have the state information of all processes. Node N will subsequently send the collected information to all other processes by means of a broadcast message or by sending N ? 1 point-to-point messages. Notice that the phases are not synchronized and can overlap, e.g., when process 2 received the message from process 1 in phase 1, it will immediately start its phase 2 transmission to process 4 will not wait until all phase 1 transmissions have completed.
We analyze the performance of the various barrier synchronization procedures in a multi-access bus network, such as the Ethernet. The channel is shared by all nodes and access to the channel is controlled by CSMAnCD. The Ethernet protocol uses 1-persistent CSMAnCD with exponential back-o for rescheduling unsuccessful transmissions. The low level operation of the Ethernet is very complex and it is usually approximated by a ppersistent CSMAnCD channel 13, 8] . The time is divided into slots of duration S that is equal to the round-trip propagation delay of the channel. The e ciency of the channel depends on the number of active users n and it is given by: E(n) = P=B P=B + C(n) S (1) where P is the packet length (in number of bits), B is the channel bandwidth and C(n) = 
The average time to transmit an Ethernet packet of length P is
We will present analytical results of the delay using the various barrier synchronization methods in a p-persistent CSMAnCD network and verify the correctness with a number of simulation experiments. We will also study the synchronization delay in an Ethernet network and compare the results with the delays found in the p-persistent system. Since all processes are active at the time 0, the average delay in the barrier synchronization using broadcast message delivery can be computed as follows. Initially, all N processes are active and the e ciency of the Ethernet channel is E(N) given by expression (1). The average time required to deliver one message is T(N). When a process has successfully transmitted its message it will cease to be active and the number of remaining active processes is N ? 1. The average time to deliver the second message is T(N ? 1). Hence, the average delay of the barrier synchronization procedure is
where e is the base of the natural logarithm (e 2:718). The terms NP=B and S(N?1)(e?
1) are the time required to transmit the messages and the time wasted in the CSMAnCD contention procedure, respectively. We can see that the additional delay is linear in S and N.
Point-to-point
In networks where broadcast message delivery is not available, each node will transmit N ?1 messages and the total number of messages sent is N (N ?1). The barrier synchronization procedure can be modeled by a Markov process with state description x = (n 1 ; n 2 ; : : :; n N ) where n i is the number of messages that remains at node i, for i = 1; 2; : : :; N. The initial state of the Markov process is x init = (N ? 1; N ? 1; : : :; N ? 1) where each node has N ? 1 messages. The transition rate (x) out of the state x is equal to the reciprocal of the service rate of the Ethernet channel when the system is in state x: (x) = (
(n i ) = 1 if n i > 0 and otherwise (n i ) = 0, for i = 1; 2; : : :; N. If n i > 0, then the resulting state after node i transmits one message is y i = x ? e i where e i is the i th unit vector, for i = 1; 2; : : :; N. Since all active nodes are equally likely to be successful, the probability that the Markov process will move from state x to any one of the states y i is the same and is equal to
. The resulting Markov process will have (N ? 1) N states and this exponentially large number of states makes analysis prohibitive. We will therefore resort to approximation methods.
We rst consider the best and worst case performances of the unstructured barrier syn- Figure 1 and 2, respectively. In Figure 1 , each node is successful in consecutive transmissions until it has transmitted all its messages. One possible sequence that results in the worst case performance is a round robin transmission sequence shown in Figure 2 . The average barrier synchronization delay will depend on the statistical distribution of the number of active nodes which is highly complex. We used Monte-Carlo experiments to study the distribution of the number of active nodes. Each experiment was performed 10000 times. Figure 3 shows three such experiments where 20, 30 and 40 nodes perform the barrier synchronization procedure. The graph shows the percentage of time that a give number of nodes is active when there are initially N = 20, 30, or 40 active nodes. We see in the gure that over 60% of the time, there will be N number of active nodes in the system, for N = 20, 30 and 40. In fact, over 80% of the time, there will be more than N ? 5 nodes active. We found T = 0:8 T max + 0:2 T min to be a very good approximation for the average barrier synchronization delay. This result has been veri ed by the simulation study reported in Section 4. The need for sophisticated barrier synchronization methods arises from the fact that the synchronization delay increases with the number of nodes that simultaneously attempt to access the shared communication channel. During the rst phase of the barrier synchronization procedure using a one-level broadcast tree, nodes 1, 2, : : :, N ? 1 each sends one message to node N. The average time of phase one is P N?1 k=1 T(k). In the subsequent phase, only node N will be active and sends the collected state information to the other nodes. If broadcast delivery is available, the total delay in the barrier synchronization procedure is:
Otherwise, node N sends N ? 1 point-to-point messages and the delay is:
Dimensional Exchange
In the dimensional exchange barrier synchronization procedure, the number of nodes that initially contend for the shared channel is half the total number of nodes and the number of active nodes will be further reduced as some of them succeed in their transmissions. The nodes can be subdivided into log(N) classes according to their indices. We note that N = 2 n for some integral value n. A node i is in class k, k = 0; 1; : : :; log(N) ? 1, if the largest power of 2 that divides i is equal to k. E.g., nodes with odd indices are in class 0, nodes 2, 6, 10, : : :etc. are in class 1, nodes 4, 12, 20, : : :etc. are in class 2, and so on. A node i in class k will begin its transmission after it has received k messages from the nodes i ? 1, i ? 2, i ? 4, : : :, i ? 2 k , for i = 1; 2; : : :; N, and it will transmit its cumulative state information to node i + 2 k in class k + 1. For example (see Figure 4) , node 4 in class 2 will begin its transmission after nodes 3 (4 ? 1) and 2 (4 ? 2) have successfully transmitted their messages to 4, and will send a message to node 8 (4 + 2 2 ). Initially, only nodes in class 0 (whose indices are odd) will transmit to nodes in class 1 (with even indices). There is a predecessor/successor relationship among the nodes and Figure 4 shows this relationship for eight nodes. We will therefore resort to an approximate analysis.
The approximate analysis makes a simplifying assumption about the order of the successful transmissions. Since a node i will not start transmitting to its successor node until all its predecessor nodes i ? 1, i ? 2, : : :, i ? k i have been successful, we will assume that the transmissions are synchronized in phases where in each phase only nodes with the least number of predecessor nodes will be successful in their attempts. Thus, when nodes with higher and lower number of predecessors contend for the channel, we assume that a node in the lowest class will be successful. For instance, consider the eight node system in Figure  4 . Initially, class 0 nodes 1, 3, 5 and 7 will contend for the channel. If node 1 succeeds in its transmission, node 2, which is a class 1 node, will become active and contend for the shared channel. By our assumption, node 2 will only succeed in its transmission after nodes 3, 5 and 7 have completed their transmissions. The above assumption is based on the observation that nodes in higher classes wait longer to begin their transmission attempts and simulation results showed that the assumption produces highly accurate results.
Using the above assumption, we can subdivide the barrier synchronization into log(N) disjoint phases and in phase i, i = 0; 1; : : :; log(N) ? 1, only class i nodes will be successful in their transmission attempts. In the rst phase (phase 0), the number of active nodes is initially N 2 and after each successful transmission, at most one other node will become active. For example, if node 1 succeeds, node 2 will become active and contend for the channel, however, if node 3 transmits a messages, its successor node 4, a class 2 node, will wait for one more message from node 2 before it will begin transmitting. Hence, the number of active nodes in the rst phase is between Since a new node will become active with a certain probability for each successful transmission, the most likely scenario is one where the number of active nodes decreases gradually. Since the number of possible orderings is exponential, we will approximate the average behavior by a transmission order where successful transmissions will alternately cause a new node to become active. The delay for the rst phase using the above assumption is then equal to: In the next section, we evaluate the analytical results through a simulation study. The analytical results and simulations form the basis for ongoing work on determining the performance of these algorithms on an end-to-end basis, i.e., the performance of barrier synchronization on multi-access networks as observed within processes invoking the barrier primitive. This e ort will incorporate operating system and software parameters into the model and the analytical results therefrom will be compared against empirical measurements.
Numerical Examples
The analytical results in Section 3 are evaluated and their accuracy are veri ed through a number of simulation experiments. In the next subsection, we describe the simulation models used and in a subsequent subsection, we will report our ndings.
Simulation Models
We have used two di erent simulation models in our evaluation. The rst model uses a p-persistent CSMAnCD as medium access protocol, and the other one uses the Ethernet protocol which is 1-persistent CSMAnCD and has an exponential back-o mechanism to reschedule unsuccessful transmissions. The rst simulation study is used to verify the analytical study while the second is used to determine if the analytical results can be used to approximate a more complex Ethernet system. In both systems, the network is modeled by a server with in nite queueing capacity. Clients enter the server and await service. If the number of clients in the server during the rst S (end-to-end propagation delay) time units of a client's service is equal to one, then the client will receive a successful service.
If the number of clients after S time units is more than one, the p-persistent server will generate q random numbers between 0 and 1, where q is the number of clients in its queue.
If there is exactly one random number that is less than 1 q , then the client who has that number will be serviced and all other clients will receive a service failure notice, otherwise all clients will receive the service failure notice. If all clients are unsuccessful, they will all retry immediately, and otherwise, the unsuccessful ones will wait until the successful client has been serviced (a service consists of the transmission of one packet) before retrying.
In the Ethernet model, all clients will receive a service failure notice if the number of clients in the Ethernet server is more than one. For each unsuccessful attempts, a client will increment a counter C by one and retry. The counter C counts the number of unsuccessful attempts and it is used to implement the binary exponential back-o procedure.
An unsuccessful client will delay its next attempt by r S time, where r is a uniformly distributed random integer between 0 and 2 C ? 1. After 10 unsuccessful tries, a client will reset its counter C to 0 and restart the medium access procedure again.
The processes involved in the barrier synchronization procedure are the clients of the network server. Each process that wants to transmits a message will enqueue itself in the server and await service. If it receives a failure notice, it will rst check if there is already a process in the server, and otherwise it enqueue itself again in the server's queue. After the process has successfully transmitted its message, it will re-enter the server queue if it has more messages to transmit and otherwise it will leave the simulation. The simulation ends when there are no more active processes in the simulation and the elapsed time is the total delay of the barrier synchronization procedure.
Results
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the results for the barrier synchronizations using unstructured, a one-level broadcast tree and dimensional exchange methods, respectively, with message length equal to 500 bits. The number of processes involved in the synchronization procedure are given in the x-axis while the synchronization delay is given in the y-axis. The delay is averaged over 1000 simulation runs per experiment. The number of processes in the experiments ranges from 5 to 50 in the unstructured and the one-level broadcast tree synchronization methods, while the number varies from 4 to 128 (with increments that are power of 2) in the dimensional exchange method. Note also that the time scale on the y-axis may be di erent for di erent experiments. Each gure consists of two graphs, one for the case where the network service provides broadcast delivery and one that does not. Within one graph we show six di erent results:
1. result from the simulations with a p-persistent network of 1 Km length.
2. analytic result of a network of 1 Km length. We rst discuss the analytical results. Recall that in a number of cases where the number of states in the Markov process was exponentially large, we have used approximation methods to obtain the analytical solution. Speci cally, the cases are, Unstructured barrier synchronization with point-to-point messages Dimensional exchange, both with broadcast and point-to-point messages. The values from the analysis and the simulation di er less than 0.1% and the two plots overlap in the gures (notice the smaller circle or square lies within the larger circle or square in the gures). The approximate analytical solutions for the delays in the unstructured point-to-point and the dimensional exchange barrier synchronization methods are remarkably accurate as we e can see in Figure 6 .Point-to-Point and Figure 8 . In fact, the overall error between the approximate and simulation results is about 0.1%, as accurate as the exact solutions.
We have also simulated a system using the Ethernet protocol as medium access method and the results are also shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8 . When there is a large number of processes active simultaneously (as it is the case in the study), there will be many collisions using the Ethernet protocol and we can expect that the performance in the Ethernet system is worst than the p-persistent system. The gures show that the delays in the Ethernet system are substantially higher than those in the p-persistent system and we conclude that the p-persistent CSMAnCD approximation cannot be used in the analysis of the barrier synchronization delay in Ethernet networks. This is due to the fact that we have assumed that all processes will be active at the same time. There will be an initial startup period where transmissions will collide with each other resulting in many back-o s and retries. During this startup period, the network throughput is virtually zero. After a number of unsuccessful retransmissions, the processes will be spaced apart randomly so that the approximation of the Ethernet channel by a p-persistent channel can be applied. Furthermore, the startup period depends on the number of processes in the barrier synchronization.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 show clearly that broadcast message delivery is essential for the implementation of e cient barrier synchronization methods. Tables 1 and 2 compare the average synchronization delay of the unstructured, one-level broadcast tree and the dimensional exchange methods in a p-persistent CSMAnCD and an Ethernet system, respectively, where broadcast message delivery is available. We can see that the performance of the unstructured method and the one-level broadcast tree have comparable synchronization delays and that the dimensional exchange method performs the best in all cases. Also, the dimensional exchange method is less sensitive to an increase in the number of processes. This is especially true in the Ethernet system where collisions are more likely.
Concluding Remarks
We have described three methods for implementing barrier synchronization in multi-access bus networks, and presented performance analyses for each. In addition, simulation results Table 2 : Average barrier synchronization delays in an Ethernet system are presented and compared against analytical results and they are in close conformance for a p-persistent CSMAnCD network. We consider two strategies within each scheme; the rst attempts to exploit the broadcast nature of the network, while the second uses point-topoint communication. The message complexity of each of these algorithms is O(N) except for the unstructured method using point-to-point messages which has O(N 2 ) message complexity, where N is the number of participants in the barrier. The overall delay incurred in achieving barrier synchronization varies depending upon the algorithm. As can be expected, the unstructured method using point-to-point communication performs worst, with barrier delays an order of magnitude larger than any of the other schemes. Even in the other two schemes, using network broadcast is somewhat more e cient than point-to-point communications; with the point-to-point scheme using a dimensional exchange scheme being approximately twice as fast as its point-to-point counterpart using dimensional exchange. Among the broadcast-based algorithms, there is little signi cant di erence. The unstructured broadcast and one-level tree broadcast schemes deliver almost identical performance, and, are marginally worse than the dimensional exchange scheme which performs best overall. These results are interesting and valuable, and have substantial practical impact, since it reassures that the most common method for implementing barriers in distributed-memory multiprocessors (viz. dimensional exchange), is also the best one in multi-access bus networks. However, identifying the truly most e ective technique for implementing barriers in multi-access shared networks is possible only after a more comprehensive model, that incorporates \within-host" overheads and measures \end-to-end" delays, has been developed. We are currently working on such a model that is built above the raw network model described in this paper.
